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The aim of the Climate Broadcasters Network – Europe is to raise awareness on climate 

change amongst the general public, and to discuss how best to clearly and intelligibly 

communicate the latest scientific results to citizens.  
CBN-E has some very active members, involved in various activities ranging from regular 

weather bulletins to writing books, giving lectures and bigger projects. 

 

The following collection aims to give an overview of the different activities of CBN-E 

members. 

 

a) Quantitative results: 

It is difficult to quantify the breadth and repercussions of members’ actions, as 

complete information on activities is not available for every member. But several 

examples show that the potential impact and reach of the network is high, for 

instance when special editions of weather forecasts were organised during the 

United Nations Climate Change Conference in December 2008 in Poznan, an 

audience of over 8 million people was reached. 

 

b) Qualitative results: 

Members’ actions comprise the following activities in particular (the order can be 

interpreted as a ranking from more important/more frequent to less important/less 

frequent activities): 

 

 

• Weather bulletins  

- On TV  

- On the radio 

 

• Newspapers/magazines 

- Some of them have their own news column in newspapers 

- Giving interviews on climate change 

 

• Co-producing and hosting TV shows 

- Game shows that involve citizens (e.g. to encourage them to use less electricity) 

- Television programmes with short story lines about the weather and climate change 

Date of creation: 2006 

Number of members: 51 

Number of member countries:  23 

Number of activity forms received: 29 
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- Features on “ecological ways of life” 

 

• Books 

- On climate, weather, air quality, impacts of climate change etc. (as authors or co-

authors) – some of them are used in schools and universities, some are bestsellers 

- Prefaces to books about the weather and the impact of climate change 

 

• Lectures and speeches 

- University lectures (e.g. courses and seminars on meteorology and climatology) 

- Lectures to economic and political decision makers 

 

• Education  

- Work with young scientists 

- Discussions with teenagers 

- Teaching 

- Participation in school projects (primary schools and others) 

- Seminars and presentations (for teachers) 

 

• Web-Presence 

- Websites (e.g. to reflect the status of the climate debate, presenting facts about 

climate change…) 

- Blogs about climate change issues 

 

• Scientific contributions 

- Case studies about local weather phenomena 

- Articles on climate development  

- Participation in conferences 

 

• Involvement in civil society events 

- Membership with other associations (meteorological associations and organizations 

and other) 

- Cooperation with environmental agencies and environmental foundations 

- Production of documentaries (e.g. about glacier retreat) 

- Helping in organising exhibitions about climate change 

- Involvement in foundations to help people that suffer from the repercussions of 

climate change 

- Co-organisation of music events that drawing attention to the effects of climate 

change 

 

 

Further information on activities of CBN-E members can be found on the network’s website 

www.cbn-e.eu and in particular in the resources section of the website at 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/networks/cbn-e/resources_en.html. 
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1. Name:   Tanja Cegnar 
Country:  Slovenia   

 
“I’m a member of the organizing committee of the EMS annual meetings with the task to look 
over CE sessions (communication and education). Gerald Fleming and I are conveners of the 
Media session at the EMS annual meetings. The aim is to provide examples of good practice 
in communication weather and in particular climate information, EMS also presents awards 
for the best communication project and for the life achievements in communicating 
meteorological information to the public. Last September in Amsterdam, Tomas Molina was 
invited to deliver a speech on CBN-E activities. A DVD with all contributions of the Media 
session was compiled and will be distributed during the EMS 2009 annual meeting. It was 
also distributed to all the authors and NHMSs within the RA VI.  
At the EMS 2009 annual meeting Media session will open the dialog on credibility and 
scientific aspects of information about climate change in the media, including how the dialog 
with climate sceptics should be carried out.    
As chief editor of the Monthly bulletin of the Environmental agency of Slovenia I publish and 
write articles on climate development and comparison to the norms each month. Occasionally 
some articles on climate change are included.  
Presenting TV weather forecasts at the national TV channel when appropriate also 
information on climate development and climate change are included.  
As chief editor of the web page of the Environmental agency of Slovenia I contribute articles 
and short communications related to climate change. 
Several presentations on climate change at schools and medical faculty, but also at national 
meetings were delivered over the last year. Some interviews on climate change related topics 
were given for national magazines.  
Together with several colleagues at the Environmental agency a booklet on climate, weather 
and air quality including impacts of climate change was issued. A booklet was presented to 
the public at the seminar in occasion of the World meteorological day 2009.”  
 
 

2. Name:  Peter Tanev 
Country:  Denmark 

 
“Presentations: 
 
1. From Friday the 7th of August and 10 Fridays ahead TV2 Weather will present the 

“PowerBattle” between 10 Danish cities. TV2 Weather will broadcast the weather 
forecast from the 10 cities and put focus on the Battle. The week before, the citizens of 
the cities should try to reduce the amount of electricity they use in their homes. By this 
Battle we hope it will be possible to show that when you do a little with a lot of people it 
matters. 

Note: The following list represents a collection of non-edited member 

contributions 
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2. This Autumn TV2 weather will shoot 10 small stories in the third 
world, the 10 small stories are about the climate change in countries where it really 
matters. Often they talk about the effect of climate change is what will happen in the 
western world but in this case TV2 Weather will look at the third world and the effect of 
climate change. Broadcast will be around November. 

3. This Spring TV2 Weather was at the South Pole where we were shooting 10 small stories 
about climate change. They were broadcasted in spring 2009. 
http://vejret.tv2.dk/article.php/id-20285492.html 

4. TV2 Weather will also broadcast from the meeting in Copenhagen.” 
 
 

3. Name:  Florinela Georgescu 
Country:  Romania 

 
“Presentations: 
 
 1. ‘Extreme Weather Phenomena in the context of climate change’: lesson at the Ecological 
University in Bucharest, April 2009  
2. ‘Extreme Weather Phenomena in winter-case studies using radar and satellite imagery’, 
two lessons at the National Meteorological School, Mars 2009  

 
Articles: 
 
‘A severe blizzard event in Romania – a case study’, authors F. Georgescu, S. Tascu, M. 
Caian, and D. Banciu, in Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, 
http://vremea.meteoromania.ro/sites/all/themes/meteo/images/nhess-9-623-2009.pdf 
 
News bulletins and talk shows: 
 
1. REALITAEA TV, July (during the flash floods episode, after the heat wave) and August 

2009. 
2. National and local radio stations (every time when I am on duty, as an operational 

forecaster). 
 
Website : 
 
http://vremea.meteoromania.ro/ I contribute to the development of this website on 
meteorology.  
 
European Scientific Action: 
 
COST Action 733 ‘Harmonisation and Applications of Weather Type Classifications for 
European Regions“– meeting in Bruxelles, March 2009.’ 
 

 
4. Name:  Gerald Fleming 

Country: Ireland 
 
“I participated in a project for Irish Primary Schools called Greenwave -- www.greenwave.ie 
This project gets the children to look for signs of Spring by searching for certain signs of 
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nature, such as the arrival of frogspawn, the bud burst of the Ash trees, etc. 
Through plotting these sightings on an interactive web map the schools can follow the 
development of the spring season across the country. Through this project the children can 
learn about how the seasons are changing. My part was to record a video-diary once a month 
to tell the children about the monthly climatological statistics and how they compared to the 
long-term averages. 
In May of this year, I gave a presentation on Climate Change to the North Dublin Chamber of 
Commerce, together with the Director of the National Botanical Gardens. As well as 
presenting the “science” behind the Climate Change projections, we discussed how many 
native Irish plant species were threatened by the changes to climate; some from aggressive 
competition from migrating species that could not have thrived in Ireland in earlier times. 
Each year for the past while I have organised with the national broadcaster, RTÉ, to attend the 
annual Young Scientists Exhibition in Dublin. At our stand there we demonstrate a weather 
studio to young people (the age group is mostly 13-17) and tell them all about Climate 
Change, and how their world is changing. I tell them that my generation has made this 
problem much worse, but we have a responsibility to explain it now because their generation 
will have to find the solutions to these problems. I find that the young people are very aware 
and very attentive to this message.”  
 

 
5. Name:  Panos Giannopoulos 

Country: Greece 
 
“I inform and ‘push’ our general director of news to have coverage from the important 
meetings-seminars  that happen in Greece and are focused to climate change. And in fact only 
at the last five months we have reports in our main news from: 

a) The Athens Summit 2009. The road to Copenhagen. Managing climate change and 
energy security in Southeast Europe an beyond (May 2009) 

b) Climate Change and Challenges for the future Generations (Athens-June 2009) 
c)  1st International Summer School (Latsis Foundation) about Climate-Climate Change- 

Impacts (Athens-July 2009) 
(which all of them I personally attended) 

 
Also I write about climate change issues at my blog (meteorologiko.blogspot.com). 
 
I started and maintain a website where postage stamps from all over the world try to deliver 
the message about global warming (climatechange.dreamhosters.com). This work along with 
a short interview was presented at the Finnish site:  yr.no 
(http://www.yr.no/nyheter/1.6257408 ) 
 
Of course I always try to find the right time to raise awareness on climate change both at TV 
and in the radio programs where I work.” 
 
   
 

6. Name:    Tatana Mikova 
Country:    Czech Republic 

 
1. 5th June 2008, Ecofestival 2008 opening ceremony and discussion on climate change 

with teenagers, Prague, Czech Republic 
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2. 22nd September 2008, What is the connection between weather forecast and changing 

climate? Lecture and discussion with school children, Week of European mobility, 
Semice, Czech Republic 

 
3. 16th October 2008, Lecture and discussion on the themes of films presented on 

Ecofilm 2007, Třinec, Czech Republic 
 
4. Nearly Clear Sky. Authors: Mikova, Zarybnicka, Karas. Second edition of popular 

weather and climate book on the basis of educational TV series, 2008. In Czech. 
 
5. 20th November 2008, Climate Change – truth or fable? Lecture for public people, 

Česká Lípa, Czech Republic 
 
6. 16th February 2009, How does the weather influence our life? Radio Interview, Czech 

Radio. 
 
7. 21st April 2009, Discussion with public people in Semily on the theme Climate, 

Weather and People. 
 

8. 24th April 2009, Climate Change in the world and in the Czech Republic. Lecture and 
discussion with school children, Jihlava, Czech Republic 

 
9. 20th May 2009, Ecological Philosophy of Erazim Kohak, Klatovy, Czech Republic 

 
10. 3rd July 2009, Specialities of summer weather in last years and weather forecast for 

beginning of holiday in Czechia, Interview, Czech Radio. 
 
11. 5th July 2009, Main reasons of warm rainy weather and interrelated floods in Czechia. 

Special presentation in prime time news, Czech Television. 
 

12. 6th July Time of floods 2009, Interview for the article in weekly edited journal 
Respekt. 

 
13. 10th July 2009, Tropical Air in Central Europe. Interview, morning show of Czech 

Television. 
 

14.  In preparation: Nearly Clear Sky 2nd series. Educational cycle about the weather and 
climate. To be broadcasted in autumn 2009. Czech Television. 

 
 

7. Name:  Elena Cordoneanu   
Country: Romania   

 
• TV show “SĂPTĂMÂNA DE VREME” (co-producer and presenter) 

 
“SĂPTĂMÂNA DE VREME” (http://ec.europa.eu/environment/networks/cbn-
e/doc/resources/videos/prezentare_saptamana_de_vreme_stere/vt.html) is a weekly 
weather and climate TV-show in Romania, the first and only one of its kind in this 
country. Since September 2005 it has been broadcast on the Realitatea TV news 
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channel every Sunday at 6:45 pm for 30 minutes. The broadcast aims to 
communicate the science of meteorology, climatology and related phenomena in an 
appealing way to the general public. The climate change is among the frequent subjects 
of this broadcast. It also advises people on how to live in harmony with the weather and 
keep the environment clean and safe. 
 
In 2008 on the occasion of the EMS Annual Meeting & ECAC, the broadcast 
“Săptămâna de vreme“ was granted the EMS Outreach & Communication Award, as an 
example of best practice in communicating science 
(http://www.emetsoc.org/links/BestPractice.php). Since then, our team has been 
increased of other two meteorologists and now the show is more interesting and 
attractive. 

 
• Frequent radio interviews (REALITATEA FM post) on the global warming, the climate 

warming in Romania, present and future effects and what we can and have to do.  
 

• Presentation on the subject of climate change in the lecture room of SPIRU HARET 
University, Bucharest  

 
• Participation at the World Environment Day manifestation in Bucharest, 5 June 2008. 

As an ambassador of the campaign “ You control the climate change” I handed the 
awards to the winners of the bike competition, 
http://www.biciclete.net/noutati/ziua_mondiala_a_mediului-785-971.html 

 
• Frequent news paper interview on the climate change (exp. Who is guilty of the global 

warming? http://www.sferaonline.ro/sectiuni/stiri/article/?id=1725)  
 
 

8. Names:  Richard Chapman 
Daniel Corbett 
Rob McElwee 
Paul Hudson 

Country:  United Kingdom 
 
“This year the BBC Weather team have updated its Climate Change website at 
www.bbc.co.uk/weather/climate.  The website was developed in order to reflect the status of 
the climate debate. It is crucial that the information on the website is as up to date as possible, 
is editorially sound and reflects accurately the BBC's position in relation to climate change. 
As a result we have put time and effort into these web pages over the last six months in order 
to reflect the very latest information. 
 
The climate site is divided up into five sections - Evidence, Impacts, Adaptation, Policies and 
Links and Chat. We have endeavoured as much as possible to present the facts and stay away 
from giving any particular slant to the story.  
In terms of the Impact that climate change will have on the planet the opinions are quite 
varied and efforts have been made to reflect the divergence of opinion and to focus on the 
general implications while showing that even the best estimates contain a wide degree of 
latitude. 
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The Policies section has probably undergone the largest update recently. 
The Adaptation section of the site largely deals with renewable energy and this has been 
updated to reflect the advances made in renewable energy over the past two or three years.  
On television, BBC Weather makes a programme called The Weather Show that goes out 
on the BBC News Channel and BBC ONE. The programme seeks to explain everyday 
meteorological phenomena and assess the impact that they have on peoples' lives. The 
programme also seeks to explore climate change both in terms of how it is reported and how it 
will affect our weather.  
A montage of clips from the show which illustrate some of the work that the Weather Show 
has undertaken in relation to climate change is being made available on the CBN-E website. 
The Weather Show has filmed several pieces that go behind the controversy and seek to 
explain the issue in an unbiased and impartial light. The pieces range from looking at some of 
the factors behind climate change to exploring the nature of the media debate around it.  
In October 2008 Peter Gibbs did an extended piece on climate change in the show discussing 
some of the science behind it. He talked about some of the controversy behind the story and 
assessed what the implications might be for the future.  
Carol Kirkwood looked at how cities are affected by weather in December 2008. Using New 
York and London as examples she looked at how they deal with the weather and what actions 
they may have to take to deal with a change in temperature and climate. Interviews included 
the head of New York's disaster planning agency and the head of the London underground.  
In April 2009 the show explored the debate currently surrounding climate change. The piece 
included interviews with many of the leading UK authorities on climate change as well as 
some notable climate sceptics.  
Peter Gibbs looked at the impact that the weather can have on our health in the May 2009 
show. He explored the relationship between the two issues and examined whether our health 
would be improved in different weather systems and how climate change will impact on us.  
In times of severe weather Daniel Corbett; Rob McElwee move from the weather studio into 
the BBC Newsroom “on set” on the News Channel to discuss the weather situation and in 
many cases its relation to global warming. 
Paul Hudson, Climate correspondent for BBC Yorkshire (2nd year in the post ) has focussed 
on informing our local audience as to how climate change is, and is likely to, change the way 
we live our lives. Power generation was one of the main stories of the year. Examples 
included a feature on a plan to build a carbon capture pipeline as Yorkshire has the biggest 
carbon footprint in the UK, and also one of the largest coal reserves.  
Paul followed this up with a piece about proposals to build the UK’s first carbon capture 
power station at Hatfield near Doncaster. Western Europe’s largest Coal fired power station, 
Drax, has also been featured during the year, with their proposals to not only add Bio-mass to 
the mix (making it the world’s largest Co-firing station) but to build 3 new Bio mass plants in 
Yorkshire generating 900MW of electricity.  
Recently Leeds city council in conjunction with local businesses published their climate 
change strategy, which details how they are going to mitigate and adapt to climate change 
which was featured on the program. Another big story for us this year has been the plan to 
build an 18km flood defence right through the middle of Leeds, it’s the biggest and most 
controversial project that the Environment agency are working on and will cost £100 million,  
Daniel, Rob and Paul have also given several talks including to the National Carbon Action 
Network Conference 2009 and to members of the public (Schools, etc) covering a range of 
topics from weather broadcasting to global warming. 
In the coming year our focus will continue to result in developments on the website and 
pieces for the Weather show.” 
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9. Name:  Marcus Wadsak 

Country:  Austria 
 
“In the last 2 years I gave many speeches about climate change, wrote some stories in 
newspapers and gave interviews.  
The ORF did many things concerning Climate and Climate change, in TV as well as in Radio! 
In 2007 we had a whole week with focus on climate and climate change.  
For example: http://themenschwerpunkt.orf.at/?story=5 
                      http://klima.orf.at/ 
We invented an award for climate protection: http://klimaschutzpreis.orf.at/, and I had contact 
and discussions with leading politicians.”  
 

 

10.   Name:  Arunas Bukantis 
  Country:  Lithuania 
 
“A list of actions and initiatives: 

Presentation “Global Climate Change: Influence on the Coupled Human-
Environmental Earth System“ (Lithuanian scientific festival “Spaceship -- Earth”, Kaunas, 
September 2008) 

Seminar and presentation to the teachers of geography “Climate Change on a World 
Scale and in the Lithuania” (Vilnius, April 2008) 

Presentations in the high and secondary schools “Climate change: trends and 
projections” (2008-2009) 

Seminars and presentations for the council workers “Climate Change and sustainable 
development“ (Kaunas, 8 December, 2008; Kedainiai, 20 March, 2009). 

Lectures in the special studies for the second and third level students and the 
enhancement of researchers’ scientific competence in pre-conditioning the implementation of 
the EU law related to the monitoring and research on the impact of global climate change and 
anthropogenic pressure on ecosystems (Vilnius, January-February, 2008) 

Establishment together with Lithuanian insurance company “Sponsorship for students 
of natural science” to stimulation of climate change studies (Vilnius, December 2008). 

Organising of a placard exposition together with Danish embassy “Climate Change” 
in Vilnius University (20-23 March, 2009). 

 
Presentations at conferences: 

Monolithic lysimeter measurements of soil hydrothermal regimes: linkages with 
climate change impacts. 8th annual meeting of the European Meteorological society (EMS); 

7th European Conference on Applied Climatology (ECAC): Amsterdam, September 29-
October 03, 2008 (together with joint authors). 

Climate change in Lithuania. International Scientific Conference „Climate change 
and forest ecosystems“: Vilnius, Lithuania, October 22-23, 2008 (together with joint author). 

Influence of Climate Change on the Agriculture. Scientific Conference „Greenhouse-
gas budget of soils under changing climate and land use (BurnOut) - COST 639“: Vilnius, 
Lithuania, 14 October, 2008. (together with joint author). 

Influence of Climate Change on the Lithuanian Economy. National conference on the 
control of extreme conditions.  Birštonas, Lithuania, Nowember 26-27, 2008. 
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Special TV and Radio programmes: 

The Methods of Fight Against Climate Change in the EU. Round table. News Radio, 
Vilnius, December 08, 2008. 

 
Books and articles: 

Bukantis A. (2009). Observation of the Atmospheric Phenomena (Handbook for 
students). Vilnius.  

Bukantis A., Rimkus E. (2008). Climate change in the World and in the Lithuania. In 
the book “Straw Bale Houses“. Vilnius, 19-30. 

Climate Change: adaptation at the Lithuanian seacoast (2007). Vilnius (together with 
joint authors).” 

 

 

11.   Name:  János Mika 
  Country:  Hungary 

 

“Since the last assembly of the CBN-E, when I joined the network, my activities in climate 
change warning were as follows. All events and activities were held in Hungarian except the 
one case mentioned in point 2. For my scientific activity see just my publications.  

Observing or computing new scientific details have no direct effect on the aim of 
CBN-E, the climate awareness of the public, of course. But, one component of my activity is 
to provide climate change information for non-climate scientists which may still have some 
effect in this direction. My information, selected for them, may help to compile and distribute 
their specific professional point of view on the effects of, or the reactions to climate change. 
 

 

1. Higher education.  

Since September 1 2009 I became university professor of the country, and I got a position at 
the Department of Geography at the Eszterházy Károly College, Eger.  

In the autumn semester I started with regular courses and seminars on “Meteorology 
and Climatology” (1 lecture + 2 seminars per week) for 52+15 (regular+ corresponding) BSc 
students of geography. In the recent spring semester I got the possibility to teach “Climate 
change effects and responses” (2+0) for 17+22 students and also “Renewable energy sources” 
(2+0) for 40+7 3rd year students of geography with regional development specialisation.  

In the next autumn we start our MA courses at the College where my topic is 
“Atmospheric risks and resources” (2+0) for ca 15+25 students. Besides this and the 
“Renewable energy sources” for the whole 2nd course community of the geographers (40+15 
BSc students), I will also deliver “Geostatistics” for 62+30 first year BSc. students – which is 
less relevant for the CBN-E. I will also have a course on “Climate dynamics” (1+0) as a part 
of a wider course on Atmospheric science at the MSc. course in geography at the Szeged 
University.  

I have a few MSc. students who prepare their diploma theses under my supervision. 
Their topics included “Energy demand and climate change”, “Renewable energy” (both at 
Budapest University), and they are still in process under the titles “Drought vulnerability in 
and around the Carpathian basin” (Cluj-Napoca, Romania) “Climate change on the Internet” 
and “Geographical patterns of the climate change”. (Eger, in common tutorship with the 
chairlady of the Department.) I also have three PhD students in my partial supervision, but 
these young colleagues do not need any further climate warning activity from my side. 
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2.  Popular presentations and podium discussions.  

Various educational units (general, secondary and high-schools), environmental and more 
general NGO-s and, quite recently, even industrial enterprises invite me to have presentations 
and/or discussions on climate change topics. (In this respect I transport any other topic to my 
colleagues at the Hungarian Meteorological Service or elsewhere). In the last 15 months since 
our meeting last April, I had 30 different talks (out of the regular courses under Point 1.).
 They exhibited the following distribution among the different groups of interest: 
Educational units - 11 cases (under the common title: Climate change – challenges for 
action), NGO-s 10 (Global climate change, challenges for Hungary), scientists and scientific 
journalists 5 (Climate change in the second year after the IPCC Report), building industry 
(Climate change: How sound the adaptation and mitigation requirements are established?) – 
4 cases.  

In the first group of interest once I had a school class from Belgium (Global climate 
change: the science behind). In the second group the so-called “Climate warning movie 
week” (December, 2008) and the International Year of the Earth (2008, but extended) called 
special interest. In the science-based group, the Club of Scientific Journalist organised a 
special event. The building industry interested mainly in the question also reflected in the title 
of my talk. It seemed to be a chain reaction after a conference entitled “The Intelligent 
building”. 
 

 

3. Interviews for the media.  

Since the dawn of the climate change concern in the mid-1980s in Hungary, I have been 
regularly asked by various channels of written and electronic media. Unfortunately I have not 
recorded these events (despite the professional papers and, recently, the Power Point 
presentations). Nevertheless, I try to estimate the frequency of such events in the recent 15 
months, and to characterize these occasions. In all cases, the given medium initiated the 
interviews. 
 Table 1 classifies the existing types of interviews in which I could find myself as 
professional who never refuses any request from the media (except I am physically 
unavailable).” 
 
Table 1. Frequent types of interviews on climate change (Internet based  TV-s and radios are 
considered as TV or radio.) Experience of János Mika, in Hungary  

 TV Radio Journal Internet 

Longest 
0.5–1 h, 3-5 experts 
typically in quasi-live, with 
a mediator (ideally) 
prepared to lead the 
discussion. 

0.5-1 h, 1-2 experts 
often in live. Fewer 
experts than on TV 
are enough. 

0.5-1 journal page 
interview. 
Nowadays very 
rarely, as basics of 
climate change are 
known. 

Series of pages 
by the expert, or 
a written 
version of a 
chat-room  

Medium 
5-10 min. 1-2 experts often 
“live” with a mediator to 
simulate the lay audience. 
No chance to prepare to the 
random content in advance. 

5-10 min, 1 expert, 
nicely edited from a 
longer record. It is 
worth preparing in 
advance. 

Addition to a 0.5-1 
journal page 
compilation. 
Climate expert 
comments the 
actual weather 
extremes. 

2-3 normal 
pages of by the 
expert or a 
reporter taking 
the interview 
previously. 
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Shortest 
10-30 sec. spot from the 
interview with no feedback 
to the expert. Comments 
derived from the answers 
(in the good case). 

0.5-2 min spot 
starting from the 
actual weather or 
scientific news. 

Few question by 
phone, rarely asked 
for reviewing by 
the journalist 
him/herself. 

Generally, it 
goes without 
any expert, from 
the Internet 

 
Estimated number of cases when I was invited for the different versions of the above 4x3=12 
types of interview during the last 15 months in Hungary were are as follows.  
Longest:   TV   2 Radio 4 Journal    0 Internet 0 (2 in 2007) 
Medium:  TV 15 Radio 5 Journal    5 Internet 3  
Shortest: TV 10 Radio 2 Journal  10 Internet – “ 
 
 

12.   Name:  Jesper Theilgaard 
  Country:  Denmark  

 
“First of all my membership of CBN-E has given me a great knowledge of the details of 
climate change. I have received material, which I have used in my work for raising the 
awareness of climate change. 
Secondly I have met colleagues from other European countries with whom I have discussed 
the issue and heard of their experiences - how climate already have changed and the impact 
hereto. 
 
My activities: 
 
Published a book “Verdens Vilde Vejr” (Worlds wildest weather), where I describe 50 
weather events in all the continents. Every continent is described with normal climate 
conditions and how the climate is going to change. All the background and reasons for 
climate change are given too. 
 
Published a schoolbook “Klimaændringer” for the age 8- 10 years with the background of 
climate change 
 
My membership of CBN-E and these books were the reasons I was appointed climate expert 
at my TV- and radio station Danish Broadcasting Corporation. 
 
On the website www.dr.dk/klima I have made 20 small speeches where I explain different 
issues of climate change. 
 
I made a journey of 5½ weeks to Australia studying climate change - made some interviews 
which also can be seen on the above website. 
 
I have participated in several conferences around Denmark - often with infra structural themes 
like roads, agriculture and flooding risks. 
http://www.viborg.dk/db/Erhverv.nsf/e4b6bd61457de87f412569d5003938a1/233f8443f4020
6a4c1257583003a964a?OpenDocument 
 
http://tgt.dk/inspiration/tema/bedste_vaerste/article55482.ece 
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Also I participated in a shipping conference in Athens and was presented in the programme 
as: Session 1: The Environment 
Dean Tseretopoulos, 
Former Technical Manager, 
Thenamaris Ships Management, Athens 
Jesper Theilgaard, 
TV Weather presenter and meteorologist, 
and appointed climate expert - CBN-E 
Core Group Member, Copenhagen 
 
Since I joined CBN-E I have made lots of speeches (probably more than 150) in different 
occations round Denmark for both industrial leaders, schools and ordinary people. 
Here I just put a couple of examples: 
http://www.vordingborg.dk/cms/site.aspx?p=11293&NewsID=993 
http://www.randers.dk/site.aspx?RoomId=&NewsId=4285&MenuId=6&langref=1&SplashId
=113 
http://www.pavement-consultants.com/da/Menu/Klimaveje/Artikler/Toertbliverknastoert.htm 
http://www.hillbib.dk/Detsker/Nyheder/Nyhedsmappe%20Bibliotek/2007/November/jesperth
eilgaard.aspx 
http://uddannelsesforum2008.emu.dk/konferenceprogram/klimaet_paa_skemaet.html 
 
Up to the climate summit I will give some climate concerts together with professional 
ensembles where I will speak about different parts of climate change which in some way have 
relation to the issue. 
http://bib.ballerup.dk/MENU/Det+sker/Arrangementer/Ballerup+Bibliotekerne/Ballerup+-
+Klimakoncert+med+Jesper+Theilgaard+og+trio+Cosmos/AddComment/B1D2F16D-307A-
4F31-9D36-ED10EF67760F#bottom 
 
I am writing a series of articles on climate change - reasons and what to do - for the Danish 
magazine “Maskinmesteren”. 
 
I participate in the public debate 
http://www.information.dk/emne/jesper-theilgaard 
http://www.ecolabel.dk/aktuelt/nyheder/Klimaforandringerne.htm” 
 
 

13.   Name:  Pär Holmgren 
  Country:  Sweden 

 
“Producing and hosting the TV-shows “Meteorologi – mer än bara väder” (“Meteorology – 
more than just the weather”), 40 10minutes shows during 2003, during autumn focusing on 
Climate change. Creating the website svt.se/klimat in 2004/5. 
 
Performing at “Sweden Rock Festival” 2004 with the band “Spridda SkurarS” (“Scattered 
ShowerS’ ”) with a show about weather and climate, and getting a lot of media attention. 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3TO9saltXo  
 
 
Written or co-written 7 books so far. The bestsellers “Meteorologernas väderbok” 2006 (“The 
meteorologists’ weatherbook”) and “Mat och klimat” 2008 (“Food and climate”) are also 
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being used in many schools and universities in Sweden. “Upptäck väder 
och klimat” 2008 (“Find out about weather and climate”) and “Barn frågar om klimatet” 2009 
(“Children ask about the climate”) are produced for pupils and teachers in Primary schools. 
 
Given in the order of 100 lectures per year, all over Sweden, during the last 3 years. 
 
Made a short “Electric scooter tour” in May 2009 with a show about Climate change and 
other trends in the modern society together with two stand up artists. 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ToyHrEO6fw  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNKce0o5_4g  
 
More info, although in Swedish, can be found at: 
 
http://www.parholmgren.se/  
http://www.medstromsbokforlag.se/  (books) 
http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/P%C3%A4r_Holmgren”  
 
 

14.   Name:  Peter Jurcovic 
  Country: Slovakia 

 
2008 
10 January 2008  ……meeting  with the public through Slovak radio, broadcast live 
12 March 2008     ….. meeting  with the public through Slovak radio, broadcast live 
19 March 2008     ...…meeting with the public (World Meteorological Day) 
15 April 2008       ….. meeting with architects (Influence of continually more extreme         
                                     weather on trends in modern architecture.)  
from 2 September  …. I have daily own TV relation in our private TV JOJ (about weather                
with forecasts)   
the whole year     …… daily talk about weather (forecasts and interesting topical information  
                                     about weather)  in 3-5 public and private radio stations 
the whole year     …..  occasionally 2-5 times in the month talks for TV JOJ about topical  
                                     extreme weather and climat change 
 
2009 
4 February 2009 …….. meeting with public  
19 March 2009     ...…  meeting with public (World Meteorological Day) 
28 April 2009     …….  meeting with public (University of the 3rd Age) 
29 Juni 2009      …….   talk in TV TA3 about climate change and flood in Slovakia  
30 Juni 2009      …….   talk in TV STV2 about climate change and flood in Slovakia  
The whole year     …    own TV relation in our privat TV JOJ (about weather information   
                                      with forecasts,  20-22 times in the month)   
for example 
http://televizia.joj.sk/tv-archiv/najlepsie-pocasie/04-07-2009/3212775.html 
 
the whole year     …… daily talk about weather (forecasts and interesting topical information  
                                     about weather)   in 3-5 public and privat radio stations 
the whole year     …..  occasionally 2-5 times per month talks for TV JOJ about topical  
                                     extreme weather and climat change 
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The best weather – my TV relation about weather in the world with forecasts for Slovakia 
 
 

15.   Name:  Zoran Vakula 
  Country:  Croatia 
 

“Zoran Vakula graduated Meteorology from the Faculty of Science at the University of 
Zagreb. He works in Weather Analysis and Forecasting Department of Meteorological and 
Hydrological Service of the Republic of Croatia from 1994. From 1995 till 2005 presented 
weather forecasts on many radio stations and from 1996 onwards on national TV, where 
became coordinator for weather broadcast programmes in 2005. He occasionally appeared in 
educational, scientific and entertainment TV programmes and has written his own column in a 
biweekly newspaper about weather.” 

Zoran was born on 26 August 1970 in Virovitica, Croatia. In January 1995, he graduated from 
Geophysics with a major in Meteorology from the Faculty of Science at the University of 
Zagreb. In October 1994, he was employed at the Meteorological and Hydrological Service of 
the Republic of Croatia in the Weather Analysis and Forecasting Department. He became a 
forecaster in 1995.  

In March 2005, he was appointed as Head of the Weather Analysis and Forecasting 
Department. Zoran wrote many articles and often presented many lectures and presentations 
in public, especially in schools and libraries. From 1996 onwards, he presented many weather 
forecasts on national and regional radio and TV stations. He occasionally appeared in 
educational and scientific programmes. Since 2005, he has been the coordinator of a TV 
weather team on Croatian Television. In March 2008, he became the meteorological editor of 
a TV programme, which once a week focuses on climate changes and global warming. Since 
November 2008 he has written his own column in a biweekly newspaper about weather. 

He is a member of the Croatian Meteorological Society, the Croatian Journalist Society and a 
Croatian representative in the Media Committee of the European Meteorological Society.” 
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16.   Name:  Michael Fish 
           Country:     UK 

 
“I have continued to give lectures to students and professional people, including County Councils and 
Universities. I have lectured to British and foreign audiences on cruise ships and in Germany. I have 
written articles for the National Press including The Daily Mail, Daily and Sunday Telegraph, 
Guardian and Sunday Mirror. I have written articles for several magazines.                               
I continue to make guest appearances on numerous televised chat shows and am used as an ‘expert’ by 
Sky News, Talk Sport, RTE, BBC News and BBC World News.  

I try to mention Climate Change as much as possible in my live broadcasts for the BBC and GMTV. “ 
 
 
 

17.   Name:  Jill Peeters 
  Country:  Belgium 

 
- “Daily communication through my daily weather forecast, which includes regularly references to 

climate change and global warming. The weather report reaches daily almost 1 million people and 
more than 65% of the Flemish population on a weekly basis. 

- I present the weather forecast at the radio stations: Q-music and JOEfm, during which I intervene 
regularly about global warming. Q-music and JOEfm reach over 35% of Flemish radio listeners, 
daily.  

- I co-organised the Art for Earth concert, a pop concert with speakers which attracted the attention 
on the effects of global warming. (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8yH-HjERKgU) 

- I wrote a book ‘Our planet is getting warmer!’ in which I explain the problem of global warming 
very clearly and well illustrated, answering all kinds of questions on the matter. I’m keen on 
increasing awareness and changing behaviour. This book was in the ‘top10’ of best sold book in 
Flanders, the week after it came out. 

- “Learn while playing” is the idea behind ‘Jills CO2 Quiz’. With this deck of cards children learn 
about CO2 emission and how they can control and lower the emission in every day life. 

- I helped starting the foundation, Aqua Afrika in Kenya, together with some specialists.  I often 
report about water shortage in the region. The nearby lake, used as water supply for the population 
is disappearing due to global warming.  This water is vital for every day life in Kenya. 
(http://www.aquaafrika.be/ )   

- Vtm made a documentary (of almost an hour in primetime) about my activities in Africa. 
- I had a lot of press coverage in magazines and papers about these African projects, which 

illustrates the fact that people are already starving due to the effects of warming.  
- I often post self-made youtube films about my experiences abroad 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z74PhN_T0b8 ) 
- The Big Ask campaign brings together people from 18 countries, all with the same big ask: That 

their governments commit to reduce carbon emissions.  Especially with Copenhagen coming up. 
I’m the host of the second edition, ‘The Big Ask Again’. We want to mobilize more than 10.000 
people to give the politicians the sign that action is needed. (http://www.thebigask.be/nl/node/411; 
and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I69ocmd-
66Y&eurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Ethebigaskagain%2Ebe%2F&feature=player_embedded)  

- The Tuvalu islands are disappearing due to sea level rise.  The Tuvalu ambassador started a 
project to create awareness of their problem. For Belgium, I took the imitative to translate their 
communication in Flemish.  

- I convinced the members of the board committee to install solar panels on the roof of our vtm-
building.  

- I often give readings at schools, e.g. at ‘Warme Truiendag’ I ask the children in Flanders to put off 
the heating and to wear a good sweater to keep warm.  

- I give a lot of lectures about the climate problems to economical and political decision makers.  
- I often write opinion articles for a paper (De Morgen), about global warming. 
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- I just started writing for the main news website of Flanders, e.g. 
http://www.hln.be/hln/nl/2656/Global-Warming/article/detail/882238/2009/06/10/Miljoenen-
mensen-vluchten-voor-opwarming-aarde-Jill-Peeters-.dhtml 

- I started a new website of myself, where I have a link to the most recent  news about climate 
change (http://www.jillpeeters.be/) 
 

 
18.   Name:  Katarzyna Trzaskalska 

  Country:  Poland 
 
“Preface to the book Tim Flannery ‘The Weather Makers The History and Future Impact of the 
Climate Change’. 
 
Participation in an action ‘Ecology in the Lens. Be ecological - disconnect, turn off, segregate’. It was 
the social action joined with the exhibition of my photo about ecology. 
 
Participation in the programme ‘Big children’ Subject programme ‘Climate Change’. Special awards 
were backpacks and books from conference KE ‘You have an influence on the climate change’ in 
February 2007. 
 
In the weather forecast I informed about Climate Change. Two years ago I sent you a DVD with my 
live recording.” 
 

19.   Name:  Luca Mercalli 
  Country:  Italy 

 
Activity in the field of Climatic Change Communication and Research during 2008-09: 

 
- 65 episodes of the talk-show “Che tempo che fa” on Italian 
national channel RAI3, dealing with climate, environment and 
weather forecasts (hosted by Fabio Fazio). Average audience: 2,5 
millions -    www.chetempochefa.rai.it/ 
 

- 34 episodes of “TGR Montagne” on Italian national channel RAI2, dealing with mountain 
environment, climate, sustainability and weather forecasts.  Avg. Audience 400’000 - 
http://montagne.blog.rai.it/ 
 
- 34 episodes of Friday early morning news about climate “Buongiorno Regione” (Piedmont 
region), RAI3 – local broadcast, Avg. aud. 1’000’000  
 
- a documentary about glacier retreat, Western Alps for TV RAI3, audience 1,5 millions 
 
- interview about my energy-saving home for RAI3 “Ambiente Italia”, audience 1,5 millions 
 
- Tv episode “Global warming” - Il Giardino di Albert. RadioTvSvizzera Italiana – RTSI, 
15.02.2009 http://la1.rsi.ch/impulsoscienza/welcome.cfm?idg=0&ids=3044&idc=39001 
 
- Interview on Climate Change in Italy for Danish TV with Steffen Kretz, 15.06.2009 
http://www.dr.dk/Nyheder/Temaer/Oevrige_temaer/2009/Klima 

 
- climate book “Il clima di Torino” (The climate of Turin), three centuries of data about climate 
variations, 936 pages.  
 
- Preface to the Italian edition of “An hot topic” by Sir David King, UK Government’s Chief 
Scientific Adviser, who was invited in Italy and interviewed at “Chetempochefa”. 
http://codiceedizioni.it/catalogo/pubblicazioni/una-questione-scottante 
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- Preface to the Italian edition of “Home: A Hymn to the Planet and Humanity” by Yann 

Arthus-Bertrand 
 

 - 100 articles about climate and environment in the mainstream Italian 

newspaper “La Repubblica”, circulation 800.000 copies –  www.repubblica.it 
 

- 100 public conferences and lessons in universities and schools and general public all over 
Italy.  
 

- in November  2008 he was awarded with the Premio Internazionale Exposcuola for Science 
Popularization (Salerno). 
 
- member of the scientific board of the expo:  “I 
tempi stanno cambiando” about climatic change, 
held in Turin, Museum of Natural Sciences, in 2008. 
Included editing of a printed catalogue.  Paying 
visitors: 90’000. 

- Editor of a Climate change booklet for the Local Government of Provincia di Torino / Civil Protection  
- Editor of Climate change in Mountain area, a report for the local government of Piedmont Region, Italy   
- Glacier retreat in Western Alps, popular science booklet. 

 
 

20.   Name:  András (Andrej) Reisz 
  Country: Hungary    

 
“SPECIAL WEATHER FORECAST ( also as a PUBLIC EVENT) 

 

June, 2007: I was asked to present a special weather forecast (a spot of duration about 1 min) 
in connection with “green” campaign of “PANNON GSM” mobile phone company in 
Hungary, Budapest. 
Content of the spot: by the year 2050 over the country will be extremely hot with maximum 
temperature of 40-45 Celsius degree and draughts. 
There were invited especially journalists and representatives of some TV channels and radios. 
 

PUBLIC EVENT ( also as a MEETING WITH THE PUBLIC) 

 

2008: CRITICAL MASS action in Budapest:  
I represented it as a civil person, because I’m keen on using the bicycle in my everyday life, 
not only in my spare time. I haven’t got a car yet, not even a driving licence.  
In this action, I was recognized by many people in the town and I gave dedications to many of 
them.  
 
PUBLIC EVENT 

 

2008: “BRINGÁZZ A MUNKÁBA” campaign in Hungary (rough English translation: 
“TAKE A BICYCLE TO WORK!”) 
I was asked some questions in interview, for example, why I like this form of transportation, 
or why I advice it for anybody, why it is very useful and otherwise environmental-friendly; 
etc. 
 
SPECIAL TV PROGRAMME 
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From January 2009 to May 2009: I was asked to be a host of a TV serial 
“LÉGRISSíTİ”(rough English translation: “AIR FRESHER”).  Once a week it deals with 
environmental problems and facts of recent civilization, focusing on Hungary, of course. 
Besides conveying general knowledge to the public, it gives some practical tips for them. For 
example, how to save energy at home, what is it and how to use renewable energy sources in 
a convenient way (some already existing examples are shown) etc. 
Up to now we have made 20 parts, but in September it will continue. 
 
I provide a link to this programme, of course, in Hungarian: 
http://videotar.mtv.hu/Kategoriak/Legfrissito.aspx” 
 
 

21.   Name:  Inge Niedek 
  Country: Germany 

 
• “Talks about climate change to VIP customers  (banks and companies, political 

parties) 
 
• Within weather reports: 
 

o depending on the available time: satellite-images  (mainly from Nasa) with 
visible signs of climate change  

o Annual reviews from Nasa with special interest to climate change  
o Monthly and annual reviews from German National MetService with special 

interest to climate change  
 

• Interviews in ZDF-Magazines about weather extremes and possible relation to climate 
change  

 
• Participation in talk-shows about climate change or special weather reports  

 
• Member of the advisory Board of the German National Committee on Disaster 

Reduction (DKKV) support in media-related questions about communicating climate 
change “ 

 
 

22.   Name:  Dieter Walch 
  Country: Germany 

 
• “Talks about climate change to VIP customers  (banks and companies, political 

parties)  
 

• Lectures about climate change in public schools, high schools, vocational colleges, 
adult education centres 

 
• Support of the European Mobility week in 2008 and 2009. Opening speech in 2008, 

presentation of awards in 2009. 
 

• Propagation of the Book: ‘Change your habits – fight Climate Change’ in bookstores“ 
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23.   Name:  Naglis Šulija 
  Country: Lithuania 

  
“Our channel TV3 is commercial, so I didn’t have possibilities to make a big programme 
about climate change. But thanks to our colleagues from Denmark for the idea, -- I keep 
“small steps tactics”. It means that in my every-day weather forecasts I often make small 
remarks about climate. (20 years ago, before climate begins to change, winters in Lithuania 
were like winters, with snow…”, “before climate changes begins, -25 -30 degrees in 
Lithuania in winter was usual” or “24-25 degrees is common for summer in Lithuania, but 
after climate changes begins…..”  Of course, remarks depend on each day’s weather. Often it 
is difficult to say anything more than simply forecast.  
 
Also, this summer we begin a new program about Lithuanian forests. Here I use the same 
tactics. If it is possible, I often ask people who work or observe our forests about changes in 
species or conditions of growing, and people who watch TV understand that yes, changes are 
under way and we must do something. At the moment, we begin accumulating these remarks 
from different specialists – the task is to make a small film about climate changes and how we 
can see them in our country.” 
 
 

24.   Name:  Dimitrios Ziakopoulos 
  Country:  Greece 

 
“Presentations: 
  1. “Weather Forecasters and Climate Change”, Meeting of National and Kapodistrian 
University of Athens, 29 January 2009. 
 2. “Extreme Weather Phenomena: forecasts and warnings”, Conference of National Centre 
for Public Administration and the Local Goverment, 5 February 2009. 

  3. “Weather, climate and air we breathe”, Meeting of Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, 
23 March 2009. 
 4. “Weather Forecasters and Climate Change” Meeting of amateur Meteorologists 
“Meteoclub”, 4 April 2009. 
 5. “The future role of weather Forecasters”, Meeting of amateur Meteorologists “Hellas 
Weather”, 11 May 2009.  
 
Interviews: 
1. Magazine “K” of newspaper “kathimerini”, March 2009. 
2. Magazine “Armonia”, 2 May 2009. 
 
You may also consider that this October I am planning to publish the 2nd volume of my book: 
“Weather, the son of Earth and Sun” (in Greek). In this book more than 100 pages cover 
climate change. “ 
 

 
25.   Name:  Andrea Giuliacci 

  Country:  Italy 
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“In order to communicate Climate Change I wrote articles on scientific and 
popular magazines, and recently I wrote a short book, “Global Warming”, about Climate 
Change and Policy to fight it (including EU environmental policy) – helpful especially to 
students preparing for secondary school exams. I’m writing an extended version of this book. 
I also attended meetings with the public in which I explained what Global Warming is. I took 
part in special TV programmes (dedicated to Climate Change and GW) too, and sometimes I 
talk about Climate Change and GW during TV weather forecast, too. I’m restyling my web 
(www.andreagiuliacci.it) site and in the future (soon) I will provide it with a blog and article 
section dedicated especially to Climate Change. “ 
 
 

26.   Name:  Matti Eerikäinen 
  Country:  Finland 

 
“During the summer 2008, I planned and hosted a series called “Eerikäinen ekolomalla” 
(freely translated “Eerikäinen on Eco vacation”). It consisted of 20 episodes all 5 minutes of 
length and was broadcasted at 7:55 p.m. right after our main news. The main topic of the 
series was to find out the most ecological ways to spend time on summer holidays and on the 
other hand which ways are the most consumptive. For example which is the best way to make 
a trip abroad or which is the most ecological way to barbecue. As guests we had both 
celebrities and experts. I also wrote a small blog which can be read on the ekolomalla website 
http://www.nelonen.fi/ekolomalla/. There is also a link to all of the episodes unfortunately all 
in Finnish.   
 
During the year 2008 and spring 2009 we had here in channel four a programme called 
“operaatio maa” (“operation earth”). The main idea was that six celebrities (divided in three 
teams) were fighting against climate change in three different locations globally. One part of 
the programme was a fundraising campaign which we monitored regularly in channel four 
weather shows. The profit of the campaign was nearly 250 000 Euros. The website of the 
programme is in here http://www.nelonen.fi/operaatiomaa/ and the fundraising campaign here 
http://www.nelonen.fi/operaatiomaa/kerays/.“  
 
 

27.   Name:  Evelyne Dhéliat 
  Country:  France 

 
 “2003/2004 : I got in contact with different scientists and meteorologists (for example some 
members of GIEC) to elaborate something that had never been done before in a French 
television medium, namely to inform about the consequences of climate change and about 
“the little actions in daily life” so that everyone can fight against this menace. Since that time, 
I try to give such pieces of advice every evening in my weather show watched by 7 to 9 
million people. 
Since then, I have been regularly collaborating with ADEME (the French environment 
agency) to support them in different sensibilisation operations addressing the general public, 
local collectivities, schools and companies, namely by presiding the “trophy jury” of 
ADEME.  
I support Nicolas Hulot and his foundation by being a host of ‘Défi pour la terre’ (‘Challenge 
for the earth’) and talk about the project each Thursday on the TV channel TF1. The challenge 
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is to get citizens involved in respecting an ecological charter and in fighting 
against climate change. Today we have more than 850 000 members. 
 
In October 2007, I have published a book entitled ‘C’est bon pour la planète’ (‘It’s good for 
the planet’) (publisher: éditions Calmann-Lévy). This book, containing 350 pages explains the 
phenomena of climate change and the solutions to fight against, from small actions in daily 
life (purchases, commuting, vacation…) to bigger decisions in life such as the construction of 
a house for example. Again, eminent scientists and members of GIEC have helped me with 
the realisation of the book. 
I have presented shows on the internet in which I answered directly to the numerous questions 
from the public on climate change (the questions were asked online). 
I frequently participate in radio or TV shows about climate change. I also participate in 
regional fairs on the topic. 
As I have been one of the first public persons in France to get actively involved in the topic of 
climate change, the public and the viewers have largely approved the different actions.“ 
  

 
 

28.   Name:  Tomasz 
  Country:  Zubilewicz 
 

“- special weather forecasts during UNFCCC COP14 Conference in Poznan, December 2008  
- a documentary on climate change prepared during the CBN-E Annual Meeting 2008 in 
France 
- International Day of the Earth - hosting the event (May 2008, Poznan) 
- co-operation with the Basell Orlen Polyoolefins company (educational programmes for the 
secondary schools in 2008 and 2009) 
- ambassador of the 'planting the trees' action (initiative of the Zywiec Zdroj and TVN 
channel) 
- since January 2008 - I have a programme in TV METEO, once a week, covering the issues 
of climate change and how each of us can help to combat it (also: renewable energy, energy 
efficiency etc. etc.)  
- cooperation with the WWF on the 'an hour for the Earth ' project  
- one of my biggest successes though is installing the solar collector on the roof of my own 
house! “  
 
 

29.   Name:  Bill Giles 
  Country:  UK 
 

“Continually talking on Climate Change in my Weather Shows which are a two hour stage 
presentation across the UK. I do around 10 of these shows a year. 
On cruise ships in the Mediterranean, Caribbean and the North Sea generally…about 4 times 
a year. 
Numerous radio programmes on Talk Sport and local BBC. 
At many County Council Conferences and Education Seminars across the UK.“ 
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30.   Name:  Frank Deboosere 
  Country:  Belgium 
 

“I talk about global warming in my daily weather reports on the television channels Eén (the 
most important Belgian television channel) and Canvas, and the radio stations Radio 1, Radio 
2, Studio Brussel, MNM and Radio Vlaanderen Internationaal. Every day more than 3 million 
people listen to these stations. National televison talk shows regularly invite me to talk about 
climate issues. 
  
In 2007 and 2008 I was "het milieumanneke", a green little ecological figure that gave tips on 
how to fight global warming. We recorded 40 two minute-scetches for the TV-magazine 
"Man bijt hond". They were broadcasted in prime time on Eén for more than 900.000 people 
on a weekly basis. I programmed a "milieumanneke" game that people can play free of charge 
on my website.  
  
In 2007 I gave a lecture on Climate Change for the members of the Flemish Parliament. 
  
The Belgian newspapers (De Standaard, De Morgen, Het Laatste Nieuws, Het Belang van 
Limburg, Gazet van Antwerpen, Het Nieuwsblad) regularly interview me as climate expert on 
global change issues. I also give lectures on global warming for schools, energy companies, 
etc. 
  
But more than talking, I do what I say. I try to avoid taking aeroplanes as much as possible. 
Since 2005 I use a bicycle to go to work. Since that date I did more than 32000 km with my 
bike. If I really need to use a car, I never drive faster than 90 km/h with it. And I urge other 
people to do so as well. I have solar panels at home and people can see how much electricity 
these panels produce. All this mobility and energy information (and much more) is available 
on a daily basis on my website, www.frankdeboosere.be “ 
 

 
31.   Name:  Tomàs Molina 

  Country:  Spain 
 
Before explaining my activities during this 2009, I would remark that I have published in the 
previous years some books for children about weather, the earth and the universe, with 
children’s stories about the physical phenomena, but also with an environmental point of 
view, and also a book about environment. 
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Contes del temps (weather Stories for children) 
 

 
http://www.lagalera.cat/ftp/grec/lagalera/nadal2008/index_3.htm 
 
Contes de la Terra (earth Stories for children) 
http://www.lagalera.cat/ftp/grec/lagalera/nadal2008/index_3.htm 

 
 
Contes de l’Univers (Universe Stories for children) 
http://www.lagalera.cat/ftp/grec/lagalera/nadal2008/index_3.htm 

 
 
Tu, jo I el medi ambient ( You, me, and the environment) 
http://dialnet.unirioja.es/servlet/libro?codigo=119715 
 
2009 
 
I have published a book and its translation into Catalan language with a specific chapter for 
Catalunya about the impact and the adaptation needs to Climate Change in Spain/Catalunya 
“El año que mi abuelo vio llover”  
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http://www.editorial.planeta.es/07/07.asp?field=Autor&Text=molina&IDLIBRO=36574 
 
A part from my regular weather bulletin every evening, I am director and presenter of a 15 
minutes program just after the evening news, about “physical geography” the geography of 
the country and the understand of why is it this way, it is very related to environment. 
Espai Terra (Earth and space/air) 

 
http://www.tv3.cat/espaiterra 
 
We produced this year a 60 minutes documentary about the Antarctic, and how is changing 
due to tourism increase and human pressure. 
“Postals des de l’Antàrtida! (A postal card from the Antarctica) 
 
http://blogs.tv3.cat/senseficcio.php?itemid=22133&catid=1270 
 
I am member also of IABM (as vice-chairman) and active internationally in participating in 
weather and climate conferences as EMS/ECAM giving a talk 
 
I usually give speeches and lectures to school children but also for professionals or politics. 
 
I do teach at the University “weather forecast” and I supervise my student’s master project, 
usually on environment topics. 
 
I participate in our company blog that is very active and has lots of participation from the 
general public. 
http://blogs.ccrtvi.com/eltemps.php and also on the website of the Espai Terra program 
 
 
In my country I have helped to organize several meetings about the science and the 
communication of Climate and climate change, like the one of CBN-E at the ExpoZaragoza 

 


